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and we learned a lot. We were lucky to have
this week of concentrated racing before
uced, as we were
many boats had been
able to make s
changes which
undoubtedJy improv~d e boat.
We felt she was slightly under=canvassed,
so we increased the mast height and
mainsail area (in consultation with Angelo
Lavranos) which solved this problem. We
also felt the helm was rather heavy, not due
to any bad characteristics of the bull, but
due to the chord shape of the rudder blade.
We redesigned the chord to move the lift
line forward and this has resulted in a light
responsive helm. It also involved a new
pattern and new rudde1;;moulds •.. expensive items. However, welUdn't want to spoil
the ship for a "hapeth worth of tar" and we
feel the changes were worthwhile and have
resulted in a better boat.
Mainstay Week was next on the list for
"Electron" where she was joined by Barry
Jones' "Nicely Nicely". Then a big effort to
get six boats to Castle Week in October
1~8Q. This arou~~d a lot of""interest and
really got the class under way. It was also
interesting to see how similar their performance was to the tgree J.24's which were ·also
racing.
"Nicely Nicely'' then put in a December
appearance at Rothmans Week, many miles
from her Vaaldam home. Here her run back
from Saldanha Bay in the gale opened many
eyes when she recorded, an extremely fast
time (in fact the fifth fastest for this leg.)
At much the same time Garth Hitchins
and Ben du Boisson with "B & G" and John
Gordon-Thomson with "Electron" took
their boats to Richards Bay on the annual
"Brooze Cruise". I sailed, back to Durban
aboard "Electron". We set off against a
moderate South Westerly which freshened
An L-26 In typical poise three sail reachingin.an Eaatedy off Durban.
for a few hours during the night to 25/30
it all. Since she doesn't have an L26 certifiknots. Double reefed, twas most impressed
smooth enough to satisfy P.S.I.'s Basil
cate she carries the L26 emblem on her sails
at the way "Electron" powered to windward
Cook's very high standards! Basil and his
with the number 000!
through the chop.
team finally did a lot of extra finishing work
John Gordon-Thomson took the first
One extremely gratifying aspect of the
before making the moulds. Some of the
production boat, ''Electron". Algoa Bay class is that it is attracting a wide cross
work we subcontracted to John Eglington,
Week 1980 was the Regatta at which we
section of yacbtmen. As well as the well
responsible for the Morgan 31 Moulds. The
recognised names such as John Sully, Barry
planned, to show "Electron" to the yachting
result is the superb finish and attention to
Jones, Al Leenstra, Dick Haliburton and
public and with much hard work by all
the L26.
detail which charact ·
set
Garth Hitchins l:o natheta few, many others
e fma11ylaunched her
Some details worth
tloning are the
are owning a R:eelboatifor the first time.
April 1980.
on t
hteh will.rapidly
extra large cockpit dra
Some well known dinghy sailors have been
At this point in time we had only one
empty the cockpit.The
tboard motor well
other order, John Sully's; and we all
helming the boats and the class is definitely
with its well finishea plug has been an
bringing new blood into keelboat sailing.
wondered if sufficient orders would come in
outstanding success and the L's have no
Tommorrow's Rothmans Week and Mainto recover the costs of development and
trouble motoring out of the Durban
stay Week skippers perhaps?
tooling up for production. Would five be
Harbour entrance against a strong North
Before signing off, a few thanks-you's are
sold? Perhaps ten? Would the market be
Easterly with a nasty chop. Another
necessary. To Angelo Lavranos for productotally satu_rated at twenty? Little did we
advantage of the well is that the outboard
know that before the first year had passed,
ing a lovely design, to John Sully, for his
motor cannot be dropped overboard, only
over twenty L's would have been delivered,
support and to Basil Cook and his team at
the shaft will fit through the well. Life raft
P.S.I. for the attention to detail and superb
wfth another twenty on order, and that Lex
stowage is also provided for those who wish
Raas
Cup Yachts (Pty) Ltd) would
.
finish.
to qualify for mediunt distance races, or
produ:
the first Cape Town built;
The next mi1eston!'.f<t;the L26 will be the
port.
make passages from l"OJ;,i:,fo
first National Champiq~ship to be held
Once Basil Cook bad taken the produ"' . under licence.
during Mainstay Week this year. Here they
The saga of "Electron's" trip to Algoa
tion moulds off ow: plugs, we sold thewill be racing in their own class, to their own
Bay is well .known, with the trailer rolling
C-Flex hull to Adam Rice and Ian Kerr
rules as One Designs. This is, after all, what
over near Queenstown and an incredible ef(Fireball sailors at that stage) who made a
this cJass is all about. With many "big
fort required to repair the mast and other
beautiful job of fmishing her with plywood
names" participating it looks like it would
damage to get her to the start of the first
deck and wooden interior. Fittingly, they
"'I ~ ·111•
be a really good Regatta.
named her "Origin" ,~ she was the start of
race. We found her fast and a super boat:,
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ENGINEERS DREAM
The story behind the fastest production catamaran In the world.

Two Engineers had a Dream
What do you get when you combine two
aerospace engineers who were championship sailors in their own right? The answer:
a creative combination with a powerful
desire to design the ultimate sailboat.
Steve Edmonds and Bill Roberts were just
such a combination. Their love of sailing
and their desire to create the fastest, most
manoeuverable, safest and strongest catamaran on the market was mutual.
They met when Edmonds offered to build
a faster suit of sails for Roberts Contender
class monohull. They talked design and
concluded that present day catamarans just
weren't as good as they could be. They
decided to build a "super" catamaran.
Computers and Mathematical Modeling
They began by graphing the characteristics of every popular catamaran in production.
Running the data through a computer,
they learned the good and bad points about
each. Many popular designs had too little
fore and aft stability. Many popular designs
had too little fore and aft stability. Many
weren't as easy to handle as claimed. Not
one combined all of the best features they
desired and not one was fast as the boat they
wanted to build.
With a mathematical model,. they determined the physical characteristics of their
design. Thousands of hull shapes and
hundreds of sail shapes were tried.

Finally the idea began to jell. On paper,
they had created the world's fastest catamaran.
Years of Testing and Retesting
But the fastest on paper was not good
enough. Through an extensive "on the
water" test program, each idea was tested
for validity and possibly the largest background of catamaran design characteristics
was established.
To build the ultimate catamaran, they
had to find the ultimate materials.
They ordered samples of high strength
resins, every type of cloth and every type of
high density foam.
Testing each combination not once but
seven times, they began to build a
warehouse of the lightest, strongest and
most durable materials for construction
imaginable.
6061 T6 aluminum was chosen for the
mast and beams because of its high strength
to weight ratio. High-strength S-type fiberglass and Klege-Cell foam were combined in
a sandwich type construction in the hull
lay-up to ensure a design that would hold its
rigid characteristics year after year.
Special telescoping crossbeams were developed to give the Super Cat a wide 12-foot
beam in the water and a street-legal 8-foot
beam for trailering.
In the factory, less than the best was never
tolerated. Each fitting, each part, was
molded specifically to the computer plan. If

any part was less than perfect, they started
over.
After four years of intensive testing and
design the ultimate had been achieved. Two
prototypes were launched.
Since their cat was so super and the
design was by formula they christened their
"baby" the "Super Cat."
The Winning Combination
It sailed and manoeuvered like a dream.
On the water its 20-foot length, 12-foot
beam and 100-square foot trampoline gave
it pleni.y of room for the ..yhole family.
It tacked in less than 5 seconds.
The 33-foot-high mast and computer
designed sails captured the wind and
converted it to unbelievable power. The
Super Cat sliced easily through the waves.
The balanced design wouldn't pitchpole.
When they did purposely turn the boat
over, the special lever built into the sidestay
made it possible for one person to right the
boat.
Today, after less than a year of head to
head competition on the race course, where
it counts - the "Super Cat" has proven its
superiority among high-performance sailboats.
The North American Multihulls Sailing
Association has rated it fastest production
multihull.
"Yachting" magazine has called it a
"most remarkable product combining sailing experience and ~cientific research."
And interested sailors from the United
States and abroad have called in or written
to learn more about the fastest catamaran in
the world.
The story of the Super Cat is really just
beginning.
Find out how you can become part of the
most advanced class in sailing historv
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